
 

The Presbytery, Abbeydorney.  (066 7135146) 
abbeydorney@dioceseofkerry.ie 

3rd of April 2022, 5th Sunday of Lent. 
Dear Parishioner, 
                               I know you, like very many people have been hearing the 
continuing sad news coming from Ukraine, since the second last week of 
February!  Having read two articles, reflecting on the attack on Ukraine, I 
thought it would be good to take a few sentences from each one. 
Chris McDonnell in ‘La Croix International’ in an article with a question at 
the end of the title, ‘Was I sleeping while others suffered?’  writes, “The 
history of mankind is littered with wars and stories of wars, with conflict 
and anguish, loss and grief.  Yet, this has to be reconciled with the 
Christian expectation of forgiveness and hope.  For a Christian, to love 
without hope is to live without trust in the Lord.  The words inscribed on 
the walls of Coventry Cathedral ‘Father Forgive’ echo the words of Jesu 
from the cross – ‘Father, forgive them for they know not what they 
do!’……………………….. War challenges our faith and shakes our conviction.  
Those, who suffer its immediate consequence, need our care and our 
prayers to support them in their tribulation, just as we, who ask ‘Why?’, 
need patience as we wait for an answer. 
                               Fr. Brendan Hoban’s weekly article in the Western People 
newspaper is entitled, ‘We cannot be neutral  in this outrageous war’.  “It 
is not possible to be neutral, when right is on one side and might without 
right is on the other side.  The late Archbishop Desmond Tutu put it 
graphically one time, ‘If you are neutral in situations of justice, you have 
chosen the side of the oppressor.  If an elephant has its foot on the tail of a 
mouse, and you say you are neutral, the mouse will not appreciate your 
neutrality.  A columnist in the London  Times, Clare Foges, recently put it 
this way: ‘We must recognise the bleeding obvious  - you cannot be neutral 
in a war as asymmetrical, aggressive and repulsive as this one.’  …………Are 
we becoming so inoculated to the sheer awfulness of this war that we are 
almost relegating it to the level of a spectator sport?  What depths of 
trauma will remain for millions of people after Putin’s legacy to posterity 
and how can it be dealt with and what images will haunt us in years to 
come?  (Both articles are taken from  the website of the Association of 
Catholic Priests.  Chris McDonnell is a retired headteacher from England.)  
D. O’M. 

 

 
Embracing Change 

A Strong Bond Is Essential When It Comes To Navigating 
Parenthood And The ‘Empty Nest’ 

 
Isn’t it interesting that the conventional wisdom in psychology is that 
people resist change because it’s bound to be difficult?  The single most 
lifechanging event that can happen for parents is the birth of a baby.  Yet 
that is a change that is more often embraced than resisted.  There are 
libraries of books on 1for the loss of sleep when a baby wakes up 
screaming a couple of times a night.  Becoming a parent is a massive 
change that will turn each person’s life upside down.  It’s wonderful for a 
couple to have a baby but there is a downside – the potentially 
monumental changes that will keep happening over about 20 years.  
When children finally leave home and their parents return to being a 
couple again, they will be very different people.  Becoming parents means 
saying goodbye to the more carefree aspects of a couple’s early 
relationship.  Children demand time, and couple relationships can quickly 
stop being a priority.  Busy spouses can fall into the habit of not talking to 
each other about anything but issues to do with the children and practical 
matters.  Then when something important to discuss comes up, they are 
out of practice.  No parent can prepare for the far-reaching emotional 
changes that are inevitable as their family grows.  Coping with the different 
stages from infancy through childhood and adolescence is bound to be 
challenging.  During the teenage years, many parents look forward to the 
day that their young people will finally leave home and they can enjoy 
going back to being a couple again  
 
Open Communication: It is not true that couples who rarely or never 
engage in conflict have a good marriage; some do, many don’t.  People 
who avoid arguing, when they have a disagreement, may be so afraid of 
conflict that difficult issues are never resolved.  To avoid dissent in matters 
relating to their children, they focus on what is agreeable and ignore the 
rest.  If couples don’t talk openly and freely about things that matter, 
either of two things happens.  The first is they make assumptions about 
what the other thinks or feels.  If one person is emotionally upset and 
assumes the other knows this and is ignoring it, it must mean that s/he is 
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not loved enough, or that their emotional needs are not important.  A good 
guide to the state of any  
 
relationship is how open both parties are to talking about feelings.  Many 
of us know married couples who have a volatile relationship.  Friends 
wonder at how they stay together.  They have frequent, passionate and 
noisy rows but they also talk and laugh and enjoy being together.  Would it 
surprise you to learn that volatile couples, who communicate openly, have 
a higher likelihood of staying together than couples who never fight?  
Spouses are not good at predicting how well they will cope with the 
expected, and mostly unexpected, changes, when they revert to being a 
couple again.  Time and time again I have coached people who made the 
decision to prioritise their children’s needs.  For the sake of the children, 
they would stay married.  The plan was to separate once the children left 
home.  The plan changed when they found that they had a strong bond.  
The coaching that changed their communication changed how they 
related.  
Changing Attitudes: The belief that people will resist change has spawned 
an industry of self-help books for individuals, and training in change 
management for executives. Chip and Dan Heath, New York Times 
bestselling authors of ‘Switch: How to Change Things When Change is 
Hard’, suggest that often what looks like resistance to change is simply a 
lack of clarity.  Researchers at West Virginia University found that people 
were more likely to embrace change when the new behaviour expected of 
them was crystal clear.  Nothing may seem to be wrong in the relationship 
of couples who don’t talk much, until the ‘empty nest’ exposes how little 
they interact.  What a tragedy if a couple, who look forward to having the 
house to themselves, discover that life without the children is so lonely 
that it highlights a lack of intimacy in their marital relationship.  Life 
expectancy today is much higher than it was for previous generations.  The 
stigma of separation is gone, and people will consider separation when 
there is little positive or life-giving energy in their marriage.  So, it’s no 
wonder that couples experience fear and are apprehensive about coping 
with the changes that will come when the children leave home.  We all 
encounter many major changes in our lives: some are hard, others easy.  
People, who are more likely to embrace rather than resist change, learn 
how to make adjustments that effectively change their hearts and minds 
and attitude. I like the following quote attributed to Oprah Winfrey: “The 

greatest discovery of all time is that a person can change his future by 
merely changing his attitude.” (Carmel Wynne Reality April 2022) 

Seeing your Life through the Lens of the Gospel:  John 8:1-11 
1. Compassion for human frailty combined with a gentle challenge to a 
better life marked the response of Jesus.  From whom have you 
experienced a compassionate challenge?  What was that like for you?  To 
whom have you given such a challenge? 
 
2. The Pharisees and scribes self-righteously condemned the woman until 
Jesus brought them in touch with their own sinfulness.  This was a 
conversion moment for them and they turned away from their quest for 
the death of the woman.  Have there been times when your awareness of 
your own fragility and sinfulness has helped you to be less judgemental of 
others? 

3. ‘What do you say?’ can be an embarrassing question. Jesus had the 
courage to voice an opinion, even though it was against the party line of 
the day.  When you have seen that courage shown, by yourself, or by 
another? What was the result? 

(John Byrne OSA in Intercom April, 2022) 
 

Points to Ponder (Intercom April 2022) 
Life is like a constant game of mirrors:  we project our frustrations onto 
others, we condemn them for things we don’t dare to see in ourselves.  
Other people constantly show us a reflection of ourselves and reveal parts 
of us  that we would be unable to see otherwise.  Sometimes we are 
surprised, sometimes unbelieving, and sometimes even frustrated. 
The adulterous women thrown into the centre becomes a projection of 
all the men that surround her.  In her, they see all their inability to be 
faithful to the Law.  They project, onto her, their frustration, their inability 
to persevere.   They vent, upon her, the rage they have towards 
themselves, upon seeing that they too are unfaithful observers of the 
Word, there was no better mirror than words themselves. 
Jesus is the unexpected.  He is the event that we come across, seemingly 
by accident, that reveals the truth about ourselves, whether we like it or 
not.  Life is a game of mirrors that we cannot escape from, mirrors that 
can fuel our rage, mirrors that we would often like to smash but there can 
also be mirrors that, providentially, initiate a conversation in our hearts. 

(Fr. Gaetano Piccolo, Catholic Bible Study and Reflection) 



 

 
 


